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STRAUSS CONDUCTS HIS OWN MUSIC 

Richard Strauss is one of the indisputably great composers of the 20th century 

who has left a substantial legacy of recordings in which he conducted his own 

music. Others who did so were Elgar, Stravinsky, Britten, Walton, Bernstein and 

Copland, but Strauss and Elgar were the pioneers in this field. Strauss, 

Bernstein and Britten were also great conductors in their own right of other 

composers’ music. Britten excelled them all in that he conducted authoritative 

recordings of ten of his operas (including the church parables as operas) 

whereas, alas, we have no recordings of Strauss conducting even one of his 

operas complete — just a fragment of Salome and orchestral extracts from Der 

Rosenkavalier, Intermezzo, and Capriccio. This album of discs includes perfor- 

mances of Don Juan, Till Eulenspiegels lustige Streiche, Tod und Verklarung 

and Eine Alpensinfonie, all earlier than the performances already available on 

CD transfers, and the only known recording of him conducting his first tone 

poem, Macbeth. None was made in a commercial studio: all were recorded 

from broadcasts by the German radio system (Reichs Rundfunk Gesellschaft). 

Macbeth, Op.23 (1887-8, rev. 1889-91). Strauss completed his first tone- 

poem in 1888 and sent the score to his mentor Hans von Bulow, remarking that 

in spite of its ‘violent and gruesome content’ it was ‘the most independent and 

purposeful work’ he had yet composed. It was, he told his relative Carl 

Hörburger, ‘a completely new path’ for him. This first version has never been 

published. It ended with a triumphal march for Macduff’s victory. This was criti- 

cized by Bülow on the grounds that while a march celebrating the triumph of 

Egmont was suitable for Egmont, a march celebrating Macduff was all wrong 

for Macbeth. Strauss took these criticisms to heart and revised the structure. It 

is possible that it was this revised version which Strauss conducted in runs- 

through in Mannheim and Frankfurt in January 1889 and which he heard Fritz 

Steinbach rehearse at Meiningen a little later. His father had been severely criti- 

cal of the dissonance and the ‘rolls of excess instrumental fat’ in Macbeth, as 

had Bulow, but Strauss partially ignored their strictures. He conducted the first 

performance on 13 October 1890 in Weimar, where he was now Kapellmeister. 

Beethoven’s Eroica Symphony was in the same program. The orchestra was 

genuinely enthusiastic about Macbeth, but Strauss was dissatisfied with the 

scoring and began a revision which occupied him until 4 March 1891. He 

enjoyed the task, he told his sister Johanna; ‘As there wasn’t enough brass in 

it, | am adding a part for bass trumpet, which is rendering capital service.’ His 

aim was to correct the imbalance of scoring in many places where ‘too many 

inner parts prevent the principal themes from standing out as clearly as | would 

wish.’ When he conducted the definitive version (which he dedicated to his 

friend Alexander Ritter) in Berlin on 29 February 1892, he was very pleased with 

the result and Bülow, too, told him that ‘it is a good piece after all.’ Bülow, as 

he told his wife, found more logic and genius in Macbeth than in Tod und 

Verklärung. 

Strauss was 24 when he composed the first version of Macbeth, 27 when he 

conducted it with the Berlin Philharmonic. He was 72 when he conducted the 

Orchester des Deutschlandsenders in Berlin on 15 March 1936 in the perfor- 

mance on this disc. It was evidently a public concert, given in DS Saal I, for we 

hear applause at the beginning and end. No doubt he smiled if he remembered 

the controversy over the work’s “extreme dissonances” when it was first played 

46 years earlier. But there is nothing patronizing in his approach to his early 

work. The performance is vigorous and intensely dramatic and not only the 

composer’s scoring but the composer-conductor’s conducting ensure that the 



principal motifs ‘stand out’ as intended. As always, Strauss favors briskness in 

his own music. At 17 minutes 24 seconds he is over two minutes shorter than 

several modern recorded performances. His refusal to linger over slower pas- 

sages ensures powerful climaxes when they arrive. There is a Tchaikovskyan 

(Romeo and Juliet) excitement in some of the more dramatic episodes of 

Macbeth and the coda, with its expansive gesture looking ahead to operatic 

finales and its soft abrupt ending, shows the wisdom of Bülow’s advice. 

Don Juan, Op.20 (1888). Notwithstanding the earlier opus number, Don Juan 

was composed after Macbeth under the inspiration of his Strauss’s for Dora 

Wihan. The first sketches were made in May 1888 in the cloister of Sant’ 

Antonio, Padua, and the score was completed on 30 September of the same 

year. There is no connection with Mozart’s Don Giovanni. Strauss’s starting- 

point was Nikolaus Lenau’s unfinished verse drama and Paul Heyse’s play Don 

Juans Ende, which he had seen with Bülow in Frankfurt in the summer of 1885. 

Although the tone-poem ‘tells a story’ about Don Juan, it is not detailed (as is, 

for instance, Don Quixote) and follows the lay-out of Macbeth in enclosing two 

independent episodes, a love-scene and a carnival. To a correspondent, he 

described program-music as art and absolute music as craft: ‘the fundamental 

condition of a musical work is the most precise expression of a musical idea 

which has to create its own form, every new idea its own new form.’ The pre- 

cise ‘form’ of Don Juan still divides analysts, but there is no argument about 

the newness of its ideas, from the pulsating, elated opening rush of strings and 

brass to the oboe-dominated love theme and the final moments of Juan’s 

death as he gasps for breath. Finest of all is the introduction of an heroic new 

theme for four horns which is later used, a third higher, as the climax of the 

recapitulation (unfortunately muffed by the brass players in this performance). 

Don Juan was first performed at Weimar, conducted by Strauss, on 11 

November 1889. The composer was delighted - ‘glowing and exuberant’, he 

thought, and he was amused when one of the perspiring horn-players asked 

‘Good God, how have we sinned that you send us this scourge?’ 

Two Strauss-conducted performances are on disc, one made with the 

Staatskapelle Berlin in 1929, the other with the Vienna Philharmonic on 12 June 

1944, the day after his eightieth birthday. Now there is a third, made with the 

Orchester des Reichssenders, Munich, on 30 June 1936 in the Senderaum, 

Munich. The performances differ little and Strauss maintained 15 minutes 36 

seconds as his norm until the 1944 recording, when he went to 16 minutes 10 

seconds. Again, it is the dramatic pointing of the climaxes which is the out- 

standing feature of the composer’s interpretation and the extraordinary way in 

which he gains expansive expressiveness without slackening the tempo. The 

excitement is in the music and he knew just how to let it emerge. 

Tod und Verklarung, Op.24 (1888-9). Strauss has told us that he had the idea 

for this work in 1888: ‘the dying hours of a man who had striven towards the 

highest idealistic aims, maybe indeed those of an artist. The sick man lies in 

bed, asleep, with heavy irregular breathing; friendly dreams conjure a smile on 

the features of the deeply suffering man; he wakes up; he is once more racked 

with horrible agonies ... the pain wears off, his thoughts wander through his 

past life, his childhood passes before him, the time of his youth with its striv- 

ings and passions and then, as the pains begin to return, there appears to him 

the fruit of his life’s path, the concept, the ideal which he has sought to present 

artistically but which he has not been able to complete ... The hour of death 

approaches, the soul leaves the body to find gloriously achieved in the eternal 

cosmos those things which could not be fulfilled here below.’ 



The tone poem is prophetic, not reminiscent. Strauss did not have his brush 

with death, through pneumonia, until over a year after he had completed the 

score at Weimar in November 1889. Nevertheless, he clearly identified in some 

ways with the artist he depicts in Tod und Verklärung. The Idealism theme 

(measures 163-4 in the score) is quoted in several of his works, most signifi- 

cantly and poignantly in /m Abendrot, No.4 of the Vier letzte Lieder (1948), at 

the words Ist dies etwa der Tod?’ (‘Is this perhaps death?’). Strauss conducted 

the work’s first performance at Eisenach on 21 June 1890 at a meeting of the 

Allgemeiner Deutscher Musikverein. In the same program, his earlier Burleske 

for piano and orchestra had its first performance with Eugen d’Albert as soloist. 

As usual, Strauss was exhilarated by the effect of his own music. After the 

rehearsal of Tod und Verklärung he wrote to his sister: ‘The players were flat- 

tened and flabbergasted.’ The work was later taken up by Hans Richter, who 

conducted the first Vienna performance in 1895. On that occasion, the critic 

Eduard Hanslick, not a particular champion of Strauss, prophetically wrote: 

‘The nature of his talent is really such as to point him in the direction of music 

drama.’ Strauss pointed out that Tod und Verklarung broke new ground by 

making ‘its main theme the point of culmination and does not state it until the 

middle.’ He meant the point where the Idealism theme is played fortissimo five 

bars after cue letter T. But in fact the theme has previously been hinted. 

Two performances of Tod und Verklärung conducted by Strauss have previ- 

ously been issued on CD. The first, with the Staatskapelle Berlin, was made in 

1926 and lasts a few seconds under 21 and a half minutes. The second, made 

in Vienna during his 80th birthday celebrations in June 1944, is more expansive 

at 23 minutes 29 seconds. These timings make remarkable comparisons with 

two recordings by present-day conductors. Andre Previn and the Vienna 

Philharmonic spread it to 26 minutes 19 seconds while Claudio Abbado and the 

London Symphony Orchestra take 26 minutes 19 seconds. A difference of up to 

five minutes shows how the tendency has grown for conductors to go more 

slowly in Strauss. The performance on this disc, recorded on 23 February 1937 

with the Orchester des Reichssenders, Munich, lasts 21 minutes 57 seconds. 

Strauss refuses to indulge the purple passages in his own score and always 

keeps the music flowing. One should note the prominence he allows to the 

harps throughout and to the solo timpani three measures before cue letter G. 

The beginning of the coda (the Transfiguration) is magical: horns and bassoons 

over the tam-tam strokes and a gradual crescendo as the strings join in. The 

temptation to a slow tempo here is strong, but Strauss keeps it steady. The 

way he conducts it, no one could ever have described this passage as banal or 

mawkish. It is one of the first of the great fade-outs in his music. 

Till Eulenspiegels lustige Streiche, Op.28 (1894-5). It was a characteristic of the 

young Strauss, as of many young composers of advanced tendencies, that he 

regarded himself as the loner at odds with the philistine establishment. He felt 

this in his last years at Weimar and even more in his native city of Munich. Not 

surprisingly, therefore, in 1893 he worked at a libretto for an opera about the 

mediaeval rogue Till Eulenspiegel and his conflicts with the burghers in the leg- 

endary German town of Schilde. It did not materialize - although some of its 

ideas surfaced seven years later in the opera Feuersnot — and he decided to 

make Till the hero (or anti-hero) of his next tone poem. His decision gave us 

one of the most delightful and witty works in the orchestral repertory. Begun 

probably in 1894 and completed in Munich on 6 May 1895, Till is a product of 

the first year of his marriage to the temperamental soprano Pauline de Ahna. 

On the sketches are flippant comments in her handwriting: ‘Horrid composing!’ 

‘Mad.’ ‘Dreadful mess.’ 



The first performance was in Cologne on 5 November 1895 conducted by 

Franz Willner (Strauss was detained by conducting duties in Munich). Asked 

by Willner for the ‘program’ of the work, Strauss replied: ‘Analysis impossible 

for me. All wit spent in notes.’ But later he was more forthcoming. The opening 

means ‘Once upon a time ... ’ The horn theme represents Till. His adventures 

follow in rondo form: he rides through a market, upsetting the booths, dresses 

as a priest and delivers a mocking sermon, escapes (violin glissandi), woos a 

girl without getting anywhere, argues with professors and runs away. Finally, he 

is arrested, tried for blasphemy and hanged (squeak on the D clarinet). An 

enchanting epilogue follows (with a sidelong glance at Wagner’s Siegfried Idyll) 

as if the composer was telling us that it’s only an old tale and Till wasn’t such a 

rogue really. We may feel, too, that Till in some respects is another self-portrait: 

the ‘angry young man’ composer mocking the academics and the critics, just 

as he was to do again in Ein Heldenleben. The music is a dazzling compendium 

of contrasts. 

Again there are two performances on CD conducted by Strauss, one dating 

from 1929 with the Staatskapelle Berlin, duration 14 minutes 27 seconds, the 

other from June 1944 with the Vienna Philharmonic, duration 15 minutes 51 

seconds. It was made a month after Strauss had been told by Goebbels: ‘Stop 

your claptrap about the importance of serious music. You belong to yesterday.’ 

This was also the time of the Vienna Philharmonic’s centenary and we can 

imagine how eagerly Strauss escaped from the unpleasant realities of life in the 

Third Reich into the world of his own music of yesterday, with its elegance, 

humanity and humor. Perhaps this explains why this performance, brilliant and 

perceptive, is also a mite less barbed than the 1929 recording. There is a touch 

of nostalgia, unmistakably. 

Also sprach Zarathustra, Op.30 (1894-6). First ideas for Zarathustra date from 

February 1894, but serious work on it extended from December 1895 to com- 

pletion of the full score on 24 August 1896 in Munich. Strauss conducted the 

first performance on 27 November 1896 in Frankfurt. ‘By far the most important 

of all my pieces,’ he wrote to his wife Pauline, ‘the most perfect in form, the 

richest in content, the most individual in character.’ The philosophy of Friedrich 

Nietzsche, with its insistence that man should determine his own destiny and 

its hostility to Christianity, appealed strongly to Strauss. Just how far this tone 

poem ‘illustrates’ Nietzsche’s ideas, taken from his prose poem Also sprach 

Zarathustra (Zoroaster, the 6th century Persian mystic), is arguable. ‘Freely after 

Nietzsche’ was Strauss’s description and he originally planned to sub-title it 

‘Symphonic optimism in fin-de-siécle form, dedicated to the twentieth century.’ 

He divided the work into eight sections — Of the Backworldsmen, Of the 

great longing, Of joys and passions, Song of the Grave, Of science, The 

Convalescent, Dance Song and Song of the Night Wanderer — and said he 

intended to convey ‘an idea of the evolution of the human race.’ He also 

regarded it as an unresolved conflict between Nature (key of C) and Man (key 

of B). Nature’s C major is established in the famous ‘Sunrise’ opening for organ, 

timpani and trumpets while Man’s theme, in B minor, is first heard in the 

Backworldsmen. The antagonism to religion surfaces in ironic treatment of the 

plainsong Credo (muted horns) as prelude to a sensuous reverie for 16-part 

strings and organ. In the Great Longing, the organ interposes the Magnificat to 

be swept aside by the unbridled Joys and Passions. The Song of the Grave is 

in a harmonically shadowy B minor that yields briefly to the return of the C 

major Nature motif and becomes a slow fugue, writhing chromatically in the 

depths of the orchestra, representing Science. (This episode contains a 12-note 

theme.) The gloom of this section is dispelled by Man’s dance on high wood- 



wind and strings but is banished — Convalescent — by the Nature theme. 

Trumpet-calls and violin trills introduce the Dance Song, or Dance of the 

Superman — nothing grandiose, but a Viennese waltz led with Schwung by the 

solo violin. Now the work build to a great climax at the height of which the mid- 

night bell strikes and the Song of the Night Wanderer forms a richly glowing 

epilogue ending with Nature’s C on trombones and basses alternating with 

Man’s luminous B major chords. Nature has the last word. Whether one is con- 

cerned or not about the Nietzschean connection, the work is a masterly display 

of Strauss’s command of the orchestra, from its full splendor to episodes of 

chamber-music-like intimacy. 

Strauss recorded Zarathustra with the Vienna Philharmonic in June 1944, 

the timing being 33 minutes 10 seconds. The present performance, recorded in 

Vienna with the same orchestra and Franz Schutz playing the organ on 29 

March 1942, takes only five seconds longer. Both performances lead one to the 

belief that Strauss had a particular affection for this work. He lavishes extraor- 

dinary care on all detail, obtaining magnificent string-playing — listen to the 

effect of the division into 16 parts for an example of this. No dawdling once 

again; he sweeps the music along, highlighting important passages for the 

brass. Long-faced solemnity characterizes the Science section, yielding to inef- 

fable high spirits when he reaches the Dance Song, where the solo violinist is 

encouraged to use as much rubato as he thinks allowable. The final section is 

superbly controlled. 

Eine Alpensinfonie, Op.64 (1911-15). Ideas for a work about the Bavarian Alps 

which were part of Strauss’s background date from his boyhood when he wrote 

a piece for piano about a day in the mountains when he was lost for a time and 

soaked to the skin. Early in 1900 he toyed with the idea for a tone poem, 

Artist’s Tragedy, which would begin with a Swiss Alpine sunrise. In 1911, while 

waiting for Hugo von Hofmannsthal to deliver more of the libretto of Die Frau 

ohne Schatten, he took up these sketches, now headed ‘The Antichrist: an 

Alpine Symphony.’ The Antichrist is a reference to Nietzsche’s book of that 

name (1888). He was at work when, in May 1911, he heard of the death of his 

old friend and colleague Gustav Mahler. He pondered over how both Mahler 

and Wagner had embraced Christianity and noted in his diary: ‘I will call my 

Alpine Symphony the Antichrist because in it there is moral purification by 

means of one’s own strength, liberation through work, worship of glorious eter- 

nal Nature.’ More than Zarathustra, the Alpine is Strauss’s most Nietzschean 

work and it is also his most Mahlerian, a conscious tribute to his fellow-com- 

poser in its use of cowbells to evoke childhood (as in the Sixth Symphony) and 

in its extraordinarily comprehensive orchestration. Requiring an orchestra of 

over 120 players, used awe-inspiringly in the Storm, there are also episodes of 

restraint and delicacy, as in the Waterfall and the eerie, mystical Vision which 

follows the arrival at the summit. Although the music graphically describes 24 

hours in the mountains, with distant hunting-parties and grazing cattle in addi- 

tion to the splendors of nature, it is also an allegory of a man’s journey through 

life. The form is a vast symphonic arch within which one can detect the four 

movements of a symphony. Strauss conducted the first performance in Berlin 

on 28 October 1915. ‘At last | have learned to orchestrate,’ he said at 

rehearsals. 

Besides the performance on this disc, there is only one other recording of 

Strauss conducting Eine Alpensinfonie. This was made with the Bavarian State 

Opera Orchesira on 3 and 4 June 1941. The performance presented here, 

recorded with the Orchester des Reichssenders, Munich, some time in 1936, is 

finer in all respects. Its duration is 48 minutes 54 seconds, providing a rare 



example of Strauss conducting a faster performance later in his life — the 1941 

takes 45 minutes 37 seconds, over three minutes shorter. The Munich perfor- 

mance is intensely exciting, as if Strauss was newly inspired by the Alpine 

scenery he could see daily from his study in Garmisch. It has a remarkable 

grandeur and at times an extra dimension that no other conductor achieves in 

this work — for example, the concluding bars of Wandering by the Brook in 

which a disturbing element of desperation can be felt. Strauss allows himself 

some expansiveness with the great theme after the arrival on the summit 

before conjuring up the Mahlerian mysteries of Vision. Throughout the perfor- 

mance, the attention to inner detail — harp arpeggios, woodwind counter- 

points, the clarity of the organ’s contribution — is proof enough of how great a 

conductor Strauss was. The splendor of the orchestral playing is another proof 

were it needed. 
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